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Editor’s Note
Fellow Readers,

Creating art is often a lonesome endeavor. We sit alone in our rooms,
pencil or paintbrush in hand, and express ourselves in words, colors,
thoughts, and images. What we sometimes fail to see is that we are
not alone—we are one of many. The aim of this literary journal is to
connect the one to the many. A community’s heart and soul lives in
its creators, in their art and literature, and it is our beautiful
University of Wisconsin-Superior community that The Nemadji
Review strives to showcase.

This year’s theme is “Growth and Coming of Age.” Though
particularly relevant for college students on the cusp of adulthood,
we at The Nemadji Review believe “growth” is a term that describes
the ongoing process of change we all experience regardless of our
stage in life. It is our hope that the poems, stories, essays, and
artwork on the following pages will resonate with our readers and
perhaps teach them new things about the world as well.

Brought to you by a volunteer staff of University of
Wisconsin-Superior students, this journal is a labor of love
representing the voices of students, staff, faculty, alumni, local artists,
and friends from afar. It would not have been possible without the
hard work and support of many, for which we are truly grateful.
Thank you to each of our contributors, and a special thanks to our
faculty advisor, Julie Gard, for all her wisdom and guidance.

Yours in art and literature,
Jennica Dotson
Editor-in-Chief
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Standing behind the DJ table,
I turned the bass down,
pressed play, and shifted
the crossfader to the left.

Ode to Terrible Transitions

Jess Morgan
Growing Pains

Jan Chronister

I saw the Christmas tree in half
to fit on our backyard fire.
December dreams ignite, spit at me.
Needles glow like tiny neon tubes
advertising change.

April is nature’s adolescence
hormonal sap surging through limbs
bulging buds ready to blossom.
Uncomfortable, conscious of growth
a child in puberty retreats
under a blanket of snow.

Words wobbled and clashed,
trembled like two anxious bodies
that don’t quite know how
to fit together.
I winced as half the dance floor scattered,
as fast as the people I thought I needed.
Told myself, “Crush it
during the next song.”
Not everyone returned,
but my friends did.
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Rhiannon Giguere
SPRING SCHEDULE 20XX
STUDENT: RHIANNON GIGUERE
ID: [REDACTED]
MAJOR: GOOD QUESTION
TERM: NEVER. AND ALSO NOW. I’VE NEVER BEEN LESS PREPARED
Underwater Basket Weaving 101, 9:00 – 9:50 MWF
a time-honored classic.
swear my parents took this one, or at least
talked about it?
definitely have heard of it
Microwave Popcorn 702, 11:00 – 11:50 MWF
could be handy for those late work-study nights,
I swear
that office microwave has it out for me
and my salty exploded grain snack...
wait, why is the course number so high?
how hard is this going to be?
Panic Management 405, 2:00 – 2:50 MWF
oh, wow
the waitlist for this sure did fill up fast
finals week must have been rough
glad it wasn’t just me.
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Squirrel Divination 332, 10:00 – 11:15 T/TH
you know, come to think of it, I don’t think
I’ve ever seen a black squirrel
on this campus
on a Wednesday. good timing choice!
will it be like reading tea leaves?

Explaining the Joke 329, 1:00 – 2:15 T/TH
oh, ew, they want me to get started on this
course over break? ugh.
guess I should start now.

hi! I wrote this poem
on the day that I confirmed
that I very probably (most likely) (almost certainly)
(okay yeah I WILL be)
changing my major and schedule
on a very tight timeframe
because I realized very suddenly
that education wasn’t going to work out
but maybe I can write strange poems for a living?
not sure about that yet, I’ll talk to career services soon
but! anyway!
I’ve been very panicky lately,
I saw a cool squirrel today,
I smelled chlorine in the hallway on the way
to counseling,
and I burned my popcorn during my work-study shift
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because the microwave we have likes to scoot
the popcorn bag
off to one side
and burn a patch.
and—having just finished a major paper and an advisor meeting,
and being quite worried about spring semester—
I chose to condense those experiences into
a strange little poem
as a way of processing everything,
structured as a class schedule
set for an impossible term
to reflect my anxieties and worries
in a way that incorporates the system of
the culprit: college itself.
if this is ever used
in a literary analysis class,
well,
I’ve already done that work for you
but I would love to see
what else you come up with
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Malita Villamayor
I remember a time when

I said goodbye for the last time.
I almost didn’t and—
I wanted to remember your face.
I tried searching for you because
your name came up in some random conversation.
I missed you when
it hit me so suddenly, that you’d been gone for years.
You never saw me then.
10 years ago, I saw you on the street corner—
I thought you’d gone several states away but
here you were.
You’d just asked me what I’d do if you moved but
I tried to keep it lighthearted so we could both keep smiling.
You laughed at some dumb joke I made and
we spent the whole day talking about Pokémon or
we played Superheroes together.
I thought you were cool, so
I got to know you better.
I noticed we were neighbors after
I said hello for the first time.
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Kora Schultz

My Love as a Fish

Jess Morgan

and can’t thrive without a filter and proper space to swim. “Single”
is allowing yourself to exist with the expanse of the whole ocean.

to look at

and believe the person telling me it was a twenty-gallon tank.
But I’ve learned and see a vase as a vase—a betta fish
is more than a decoration for the living room. More than something

is cradling inside the aquarium you’ve carefully cultivated
for yourself, turning down and surpassing the containers
others keep offering to you. I used to see a mason jar

loneliness

is just like a fish. Oh, my love, you indeterminate
grower, the tank I keep placing you in is too small
so it’s no wonder you keep suffering from shrinkage.
You size-seven-foot trying to fit into a six, you ball python,
pent up in glass too small for your expanding,

The love I have to give is too big
for this city. I begin to unfurl
from the fetal position as I realize
nothing is wrong with me, my love

III
in another life, we are picking
dandelions
at the site of trauma,
weaving stems through forked
tongues &
your hair is getting so long—
so lost in your wrapping
I barely notice yellow rot
climbing the edges of our
sad sex dream
or relapse dream
or
what is the difference,
Really?

in another life our forage
Lasts.
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If I can’t find it here, perhaps I need to swim to another reef. Cities,
like lovers, may not offer the expanse it takes
to swim freely.
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John Herold
Rivulets

As boys we played in the rain,
in the unpaved street, the water running
down one side where we built dams
of dirt we shoveled to hold the current,
madly patching any spot
the stream might break through.
Such ideas just came to us.

We might drop in handfuls of grass and dandelions,
watching them circling in the water
until they spilled over the top, gone.
Sometimes we built a series of dams,
to cope with the growing pressure
to keep it all from taking its course
to some place so far off it did not exist.

We did not know words like “fleeting” or “futile.”
That would have meant knowing something about time.
Nor did we know “engrossed” or “implacable.”
We knew rainwater and dirt, and a good sense of purpose.
In due time, as dams collapsed,
we leaned on our fathers’ shovels
for a moment pleased with ourselves,
in mud-smeared jeans and T-shirts,
soaking in satisfaction,
with absolutely no sense
of where each of us will go.
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Elijah Nelson
Lovey
Dogs were a mystery, a math problem
thirty pages ahead in the book.
When she bounced around our house
like popcorn in a movie theater,
she watched us in our loss,
barking and sniffing at
her sudden new family;
must have seemed so very strange.
This furry intruder, I thought
What are we going to do with her?
My sister had been
begging and pleading,
praying to have a real dog
and there she was
reminding us in tail wags
and sideways glances
of what was left behind.
I didn’t know my grandmother well;
her inheritance came out of left field
and then right field, then up, down,
on top of the chairs, the couch,
under our grief, under my skin,
under my fear.
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She is both adored and spoiled
more sweetly than coffee whitened with
sprinkles and whipped hydrogenated cream product topping™.
I was an accomplice, sneaking out treats
from the frigid treasure chest of lunch meats and peanut butter.

Why you sly… well, you know. You converted me!

I didn’t understand dogs, or my grandmother’s
passing as it happened,
but it grew into understanding
as she lied on my lap, sleeping
and dreaming, our ever-trusting friend.
I think I get her name now.
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Photograph by Pat Thomas, Frost Near Lake Superior
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Esther Marcella
My Experiences with Light

As I am now, when I walk near the river, in an evening periwinkle
blue, wind wrinkles the water, I like to step into the glimmer, the gobs
of golden light, that shift with each step, each breath. No matter what
is wrong, there is always this right.

As a child, one night, I snuck out of the apartment, and leaned into
the cool of an iron gate. I put my hand on my tiny gut, and I didn’t
think it held organs. I thought my inside was blinkless black, a
cosmos of gurgles and farts. I looked up in the sky and I knew dying
wouldn’t be that bad. It’s just remembering that I’m a star that forgot
it burst.

As an adolescent, once staring into my shadow from across the room,
my heart broke open. I sank to sit on the floor and cradle all of the
monsters that had fallen into my lap. Love them until the muck and
gunk evaporated and I felt what it was like to hold my hand for the
first time. I stood up and clicked on the lamp, and promised to never
lie, again, even if it wasn’t the truth.

As an adult, last September, when my blood turned into acid, and I
did die for a moment, it wasn’t that bad. I was a veil, a tint, a
Northern Light, but not even that; I was an asteroid, a cosmic smile,
a shimmering dimness, a blank beyond, a mysterious desire burning
Itself up.

15

As I might be on our thirty-third date, if we sway in a hammock, I’ll
press into all the sun your skin collected that afternoon, I won’t tell
you but you will know that you don’t have to be my forever home.
We’ll allow the glowing now, our voices asleep in our throats, below
the rattle of blond leaves, to light the world with all that we love.
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Mckenzie Williams
Baby Steps

My mother held me like a child.
My father held me like a feather.
I slept in the shower of someone else’s house.
There was no place to call home.
Yet, I still smiled.

I get in trouble for things I don’t understand.
Toys are only a distraction.

My mother is the definition of beauty,
my father leads by example.
Three peas in a pod.
That is not enough for soup.
Peas are unpalatable,
but I eat them anyway.
The swing at the park is broken.
I won’t let that hinder my joy.

Playgrounds were castles of the imagination.
Seesaws were soft roller coasters.
Heroes versus villains.
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Some of us forgot we stopped playing.
When I nick my knee, the castle crumbles.
But the queen is there to build it again.
To play is to be alive.
You forget yourself.
School was a different kind of battleground.
Wisdom reminds you of who you once were.
Looking over your shoulder to see who is still playing the villain.
Be the hero, fight the good fight.
When the principal is mad at you, remember that you won this one.
I sat at his oddly familiar desk.
It was a warzone on the playground.
Wood chips thrown like the explosions.
On top of the monkey bars, I claimed my kingdom.
Villains don’t have a say whether they win or lose.
The villains have captured the playground princess.
“Hitting people is not that nice.”
I too will fall for my kingdom
like all kings before me.
“But Mom, he deserved it!”
Tooth and nail.
“I have to send you home.”
Should the hero be exiled?
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Children are to be seen not heard,
but I am no child.
Wisdom has no boundaries with which to restrain man.
Man is limitless in the mind of a child.
Dragons and fairies run this world,
yet some choose to ignore them.
I have lived the lives of many,
yet I live in the moment.
I share this moment with those who live
now and those who lived long before me.

Look down on me and have pride in the
accumulation of what IS.
Please bring honor to us all.
I make mistakes,
I was not designed in the eye of perfection,
but I hold the key to the future.
Allow me.

What is behind door #2?
Some prizes are parents who love you,
a fancy sports car,
waking up in the morning,
or a hot meal for dinner.

As a child, I have no concept of fortune,
but live in the wealth of imagination.
What if?
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I may be well before my time,
but uneducated enough to tell you so.
Children are wise and truthful.
We learn ← from →
and √ from X
A natural instinct,
like man’s fear from sinning.
A child can do no wrong when there is
no understanding of the difference.
Be patient and see the result.
I am my parents’ pride and joy.
I am the cumulation of two lives combined.
The greatest reward that can be bestowed.
Even then, there is still an end to the story.
This is just the beginning.
The ____
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Matthew Tredinnick
Thanks for the Memories

Please note: This piece contains references to abuse.

So many memories, but we know where we’re headed:
6th grade, winter. Just back from town
with ice cream treats, we got the hell out of the Dodge
and the back door lunged,
smacking my sister’s head
between itself and the pillar, and the next thing I knew
Dad had hit the ice cream out of my hands
and pushed me down.
That couldn’t have happened,
but it’s what my memory says.

He then picked me up and kicked me
across the yard toward the garage. This can’t be,
because that’s too much,
but it’s what my memory says.
(And it’s not like He never kicked me.)
Then up against the garage,
to backhand me, but that can’t be
because it’s too much.
But it’s what the memory says.

I don’t remember much after that, but looking at
the tracks in the snow the next morning
when I left for school, I remember
thinking how fucked up that was;
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that I could track my abuse
across the yard in the serene snow.
Terror in tranquility.
This is what the memory says.
The ferocity of my front-yard foray with my father
hasn’t been verified, but the event itself has.
My brother said, almost ashamedly,
“Yeah, I remember that.” He came running
to see what the ruckus was
but Mom stopped him, saying, “Leave it”
or something like that. Something like
enabling. No one helped.
My sister cried, but no one else
did anything at all.
Later, when I confronted him about the violence,
He said, “I only did it a few times.”
No. You have done it
every moment
of every day
all my life.
This is what the memory says.
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Lucas Alan Dietsche
Holden Caulfield

what is reality between corneas and glasses?—
and the lens speckled in dust.
for you, you’re hiding behind Holden Caulfield,
thinking that, all you write,
is syntax,
so, rip it apart,
mind needs to breathe
just don’t,
tell me, you’re hiding behind Holden.

is it not nostalgia anymore?
being epitome always posting to the Fake World
in Kino Lober technicolor,
going to your phone,
relieving it before it pops,
from, the electric blood clot,
Fake world
just, try to,
deny me,
the right, to
criticize,
twilight.
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Alexie Pryd
Falling Snow, Rotting Leaves
The snow swings above,
Lighting up the earth below
Showing me a scene.
Falling off the branch,
The powder reveals a stack
Of rotting brown leaves.
Scattering snowflakes,
Running across an old life
Reviving their dreams.
Living meets dying;
An attempt at reviving
What could one day be.
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Photograph by Pat Thomas, Lake Superior Winter
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Gavin Glen
Going Anywhere
My mother worked hard to
make the Range home.
To make it close to reach
for little sister
grown as an adult
too quick for her body
to handle the back pain &
autoimmune system
going without a stick shift
for the doctor to reach &
steer.
Our mother wasn’t born here.
She raised and protected us
as long as
our older brother
stepped forward
with footsteps quacking
in rhythm of mine blasts
close to home
without going anywhere.
Divorced parents share
what’s fair
and left
with no direction

prepared from
the dead or
wide-open spaces
of old homes
carrying barrens to learn from.

Where I come from
beats me like a drum
to keep my feet moving
because
both sides
of our home
won’t settle for
too long
for all of the fights.

But while everything is alright,
we hold our own
keys of separation
turning &
sometimes jiggling
with all locks
stuck to rotate
while we forget to appreciate
until we all just stay open.

Father then said,
Love open, pray open & imply open.
Even going from one room to the next
can still take us somewhere.
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In life, when the air is crisp
and the leaves show their true colors,
dance with them as they fall to the ground.

Nature’s Wisdom

Meagan Berg
57 Degrees

Jess Waldbillig

Don’t forget:
It’s just as warm in the fall as it is in the spring

Be just as thankful for 57 degrees in the fall as you are in
the spring
Don’t forget how that first 57 degree night felt in May,
When you rolled your windows down and turned the heat up
simply because you could

In life, when the snow peacefully floats to the earth,
make it into your castle.
In life, when the clouds cry,
and their tears hit your face,
learn to grow from it.
In life, when the sun shines down and kisses your skin,
soak up every last ray.
In life, when the wind whispers in your ear,
listen, it often has something important to say.
In life, when facing a mountain,
climb the rocky terrain until you are touching the clouds.
In life, when standing at the edge of the ocean,
embrace the uncertainty and dive headfirst into the unknown.
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Danika Steggall
Time
Time is in the corner nearest the window
And it seems to be standing still,
But now, in a single tick, it is not
For it seems to have sprouted legs
And with the passing of a tock,
It is now running about.
Its legs jump for the window,
Arms stretched high above its head.
It seems to reach for the sky outside.
But alas it is far too short
And with each tick and tock
It seems to only be growing shorter.
The door was left wide open
And while you sit and stare,
It doesn’t spare a second thought.
As suddenly time is running out.
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Artwork by Rachel Coyne, Untitled I
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Tina Higgins Wussow
My Dad Can Beat Up Your Dad
She said,
Tina, there’s like
a motorcycle
in your living room.
It’s winter
I explained
and when her expression didn’t release
I was forced to continue
Doesn’t your dad fix his Harley in the living room
when it’s too cold in the garage?
She didn’t nod or seem to understand
Our common language lay dead between us
What she saw was
the frame
just a skeleton balanced like a long slim dancer
on a heavy square oil-stained block
below that
a flat board
mostly protected the carpet
that orange and brown shag
perfect for hiding motor oil mistakes
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and when the time came
a gas tank or fender would
populate the circumference of the dinner table

I watched him wet-sand the surfaces
days and days of work
dipping the scratchy paper into a bowl of water
until it ran creamy gray
a machine could not have done it better
He was my John Henry

and eventually the carburetor or transmission or clutch
would own his attention
blackened newspaper, bolts and tools and grease
stained hands, stained sinks
words that other kinds of dads wouldn’t say out loud
Band-Aids
I stared at my friend
and wondered
what sort of dad she had
A boring one, for sure

Springtime it warmed enough
for the final paint job
out in the garage, of course
shimmering blue one year, candy apple red another
polished chrome
well-loved leather
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and then an early summer Saturday morning sun
a heavy baritone rumble
woke me early
His first ride of the season
We could hear him for blocks
going away or coming home
time enough to quit fighting
kick an unapproved friend
out the back door
I haven’t asked my brother yet
if he still thinks of it
the machine in pieces
put back together
perfectly
heat off the exhaust pipes
Dad’s boots
Dad’s jacket
a cigarette between his lips
and a bottle of beer getting warm in the sun
while he adjusts the timing
What summertime sounds like
how lucky we were
all those years we listened for the sound of him coming home
now that the sound of him going away has become deafening
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Madalyn Uecker
House of Colors

The house we lived in sang songs in the night.
It sang songs that folded between every butterfly curtain and Winnie
the Pooh towel,
songs that soothed the fears that followed any bad dream,
and songs that played the melodies of memories passed, as well as of
those to come.

Each room was coated with colors
hiding the shadows that followed your parents,
and adding layers to this house
that seemed to be underground as soon as you stepped inside.

Your bedroom was purple,
even more so in the early afternoon when the sun beamed through
the violet curtains.
At night stars shone from the ceiling,
casting a faint glow onto the butterfly comforter covering the
bed below.

The kitchen was red with a string of old-timey wallpaper above
the cabinets.
A bowl of fruit sat on the counter, fruit flies circling the
rotting bananas.
The living room was grey storm clouds,
and the picture hanging above the wood-burning fireplace
was lightning.
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You could see the entire backyard from the living room window
the green pine trees that marked the end of your property,
the purple Jeep your parents bought for you and your sister,
and the pink playhouse you spent most of your summer in.
It was Robin’s playhouse,
your friend from the yellow house next door,
and the children on the block would bounce
back and forth from that little pink house
to the blue swing set in your backyard.
It sat beneath the giant oak tree with a smiley face on it
that stood near the window of your kid sister’s nursery.
The branches scraped against the window at night,
and you’d comfort her.
The house we lived in sits in the back of your mind,
clinging to the memories that were born there.
The lavender walls in the bathroom seemed like nothing
to the three-year-old playing in the tub,
but are everything to the woman looking back at her.
Now the house is only a memory
and the colors are always there,
reminding you
of the songs you heard in the night and the shadows around
the corner.
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Esther Marcella
The Innocence of Truth

Please note: This piece contains references to death and dying.

“I thought the dog wanted to help the rabbit.”
Once, my aunt,
a young girl in a back
field, saw farm dog paw
scatter dirt to assist
a rabbit stuck
under the rock stack.
She removed a stone.
Then, dog snarl
snatched rabbit neck,
a squeak, a crack.
“I will never forget.”
Death belongs to all of us,
realize, and we’re ready
to be on this planet.

I didn’t want time to move on from that room.
One moment, I was nineteen and
entering through a door,
marked Cadaver Lab.

37

Ma laid on a slab of smudged silver.
Her sisters said the Lord’s Prayer,
I vomited into a waste basket.
Here, I belong to death.
Once I accept this,
I can live on Earth.

38

Aidan Jones
The Seed

A seed lies buried in the earth
Dead sleeps the Man of priceless worth
A dormant, breathless, ruined thing
Awaits his tomb to give him birth

A stark defeat for such a King
That few will mourn or dirges sing
But life is coursing in the mound
And news is spreading of the Spring

A sprout shoots free above the ground
The bonds of death are burst that bound
The human heart now harks the sound
Of springtide’s Alleluia

39

Malita Villamayor
Deserving
I’m surrounded by chains.
Did someone else put them there, or did I?
I hate this
I hate this, I hate this
I keep telling myself and yet,
I always go back, knowing it hurts my self
it hurts me, I’m drowning in
Freaking
NOTHING
Until I wake up wondering
why I am
like this
I hate
Every fricken thing
and suddenly I’m reminded that
Surprise!

and yet.

There’s no home for me in heaven
even if I do refuse to swear
(See, Ma? I do listen.)
except I clearly don’t because I still can’t bring myself
to throw away the bottle, the bag, the fleeting image of

40

Everything
I Swore to Hate
myself

I can’t, I can’t, I can’t

Why am I like this when I can’t hate myself?

I’ve tried, I’ve tried
I’ve shoved myself into a dusty corner of my filthy bedroom and tried
with nothing but shame and darkness and cans of regret for company
amidst the song of you never say no,
you never say no,
you never say
I’m sorry.
I’m sorry, I’m sorry,
I’m not worth forgiving, but I say it anyway because
there’s nothing left I can say.
Because if “I’m sorry” isn’t enough, then there’s nothing left for me
but an endless cycle of failure
after failure
after failure
I’m still falling over
and over
and over
start over again

I’m surrounded by chains.
Did someone else put them there, or did I?
I hate this
I hate this

41

I keep telling myself and yet,
and yet.

(a voice that isn’t mine)

I always look back, knowing it hurts my self
it hurts me, I’m drowning in
the poison of my own voice

until I wake up wondering
why I am
like
this
I hate
my…
and suddenly, I’m reminded that
Surprise–

Myself.
I can’t

My phone is ringing
Ma’s half-smile taking up the whole screen.
(See, Ma? I do care.)
except I clearly don’t because I still can’t bring myself to
I flick up the green circle before I convince myself not to.
For a moment, I can ignore the bottle, the bag, the fleeting image of
Everything
I swore to
Hate is a poison.
(But if you must, remember
you are a gift. So you must not hate)
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I can’t
Why did I promise to try?

I’ve tried, I’ve tried
I’ve shoved myself into a dust-free corner of my barren bedroom and
tried
with nothing but shame and darkness and regret for company
amidst the song of you never say no,
you never say no,
you always say
I’m sorry,
I’m sorry.
I’m not worth forgiving, but I say it anyway because
there’s nothing left I can say.
Because if “I’m sorry” isn’t enough, then there’s nothing left for me
but an endless cycle of failure
after failure
after failure,
I’m still falling over
and over
and over
start over again

I’m surrounded by chains.
I try to remind myself it doesn’t matter
who put them there.
I hate…
that it’s still hard to believe.
I keep telling myself I can
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start over again
I’m surrounded by chains.
It still hurts.
It hurts me, I’m drowning in
start over again
I’m surrounded by chains.
Clean air fills my lungs
until I wake up wondering why I am
still like this and I
start over again

and yet,

(See, Ma? I do get sun.)

I’m surrounded by chains.
Suddenly, I’m reminded that
Ma’s texted me for three weeks straight now
and Pa stole my bedroom curtains.
Except I clearly
start over again
I’m surrounded by chains.
For a moment, I can’t ignore the bottle, the bag, the fleeting image of
Everything
I swore to
Remember,
Life is a gift.
I am a gift.
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Myself.

I promised to try, so I
start over again

I can’t... not try.

I’m surrounded by chains.
I’ve tried, I’ve tried
I’ve sat down on a mat in the corner of my bedroom and tried
with nothing but shame and spite and light for company
amidst the song of you never say no,
you never say no,
you always say
start over again

I’m surrounded by chains.
I’m sorry.
Even if I feel I’m not worth forgiving, I say it anyway because
there’s a part of me that believes I can say it.
Because even if “I’m sorry” isn’t enough, there’s so much left for me.
Life is not
an endless cycle of failure
after failure
after failure
But a cycle of new beginnings
of trying again
of being okay again
of falling down again
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and over
and over
start over again
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of still being loved again
of being loved over and over

Jess Waldbillig
Burning

Please note: This piece contains images that could be disturbing
to some.

I used to walk through neighborhoods with you,
searching for (y)our next burn victim

When we could not find any, I let you douse me in gasoline
and scrambled for a match when you told me you were out

I followed the incandescent flicker over your face,
and wondered how many embers I’d given you
that you let char to coals

I was so afraid of water, and I think I still am

So, I’m burning our bridge, but I no longer
want you to choke on the smoke

And I think that for now, that is enough
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Jess Morgan
Self-Care
At first the decision to stop was a choice—well, not really
a choice—do we really choose which form of self-care we lose
while trying to beat the mad rush: Do I skip my razor, studying, or my
toothbrush?

And I believed her—

And when I say self-care, I mean in seventh grade my mom
told me that if I didn’t strip away—blade to skin—my peers
at school would point and say,
Hey! Look at that girl
with hair under her arms!
don’t we all want to believe her? So I scraped at my cross
country legs until all the peach fuzz was gone, and replaced
the burn with my first boyfriend’s bright-eyed hand, mouth
drooling:
So smooth! Wow! You did amazing!
Amazing
is also how my friend described my shin muscles
while we stretched—tugged and pulled at each other’s legs
before running mile after mile—Amazing: How I didn’t think
I held a single drop of judgment about the stubble peppering
her limbs, but eyes must have shown otherwise because
she apologized:
Oh! Right! I need to shave! And how could I blame her shame
when my body half-prompted it, eyes evaded in “I’ll pretend
not to notice hers.” I mean, we checked ourselves.
Checked that we were still worth being loved. Checked
that spot under the knee that’s hard to see, but burns
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when cut so sometimes we don’t bother, but by not bother,
I mean I ran my hands along the spots I missed over
and over and over and over and over again because
how did I miss a spot after spending 45 minutes in the shower?

I marveled at how four hours of sleep could become five
by skipping this form of… self-care? I didn’t question
the extra hour I spent on a date with my jazz history
textbook instead? Self-mutilation isn’t necessary?
Jazz doesn’t mind when my pale peppered skin is coarse
and bristled? Like the tune of my voice when I am angry?

I can’t claim it was always a confident journey:
Sweater weather ended and it’s still okay, I think.
The first time I shaved it felt foreign and wrong,
but this is my natural state and I
feel
naked. Hairy legs
make me more of a feminist… kinda. They look good
this way... almost. But I’m not depressed anymore…
so I’ll use this energy to shave them… now?

Ashley’s voice was as warm as her short ginger cut
when she told me, “I love the way the wind feels
blowing through my hair.” She smiled as she looked
at the ginger flecks on her calves. I played that moment
on repeat every time I decided to wait longer. My body
became a science experiment—not like the ones Ashley
conducted in the campus garden, or with the Women in Science
organization she founded on campus—but still, I wanted
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to understand how one feels at home in their body
—to love their body like she loves her body.
Two years after not shaving, I watched a marathon
in June. Shorts in full bloom, the wind blew through
my hair as each shaved, bare-legged runner zipped
by. And instead of feeling I should change to be seen,
my muscles twitched, humming, “Let’s go running.”
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Jan Chronister
Clueless

We sprawl on the floor
to escape summer’s heat.
The flat mansion with its many rooms
fascinates me. I yearn for a house
with a conservatory, though
I’m not sure what one is.
I am no Miss Scarlet, choose Professor Plum,
somehow knowing brains
not beauty will be my lot.
I fear the tiny weapons—
knife, wrench, lead pipe.
Wonder what it would feel like
to use one. And the rope.
Would it be knotted like a noose
to do the job?

Six decades later, mysteries unsolved.
So many unknowns, so few clues.
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Alexie Pryd
Ode to the Perfect Squall
The thunder claps, the lightning strikes in the night
Calming my heart in a place it belongs
She moves in violent tempest, bringing light,
Though moving fast, the trees dance to her song;
Oh, the music she sings to the weary soul
Seeking comfort. In her beauty and grace
She glows and roars with her mighty control,
Bringing ruin yet still sought for her embrace,
Rare in the way she is shadowed and chased,
While still feared and evaded all the same;
The storm rolls in fast, making forceful haste
Then dissipates; as quickly as she came
Her majesty reigns as I watch in awe
Taking in the joy of the perfect squall.
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Artwork by Rachel Coyne, Untitled II
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Shannon Kirk
The Phoenix
Your words shatter the months of silence that separated us. Months
that left our minds to create the narrative that got us here. I don’t
even know that you are who I’ve created in my head now.
I lay my head on the pillow and stare at the space you once held. I
remember staring into your eyes and getting lost in the maze of you,
searching for the broken pieces. One by one I would gather them,
trying to put you back together, cutting myself on the shards, but
thinking my blood would save you. I was willing to be the sacrifice for
your rebirth. But the sacrifice is always just that, a sacrifice, an end. I
had to die so that you could go on, and you did.
I’ve been willing myself to become a phoenix these last months. To
raise from the ashes of us and find my own destiny and path. I’m tired
of laying bleeding in the aftermath.
I start to rise and lift my chin to the sky, and it’s as if you sense the
hope building. You turn around and utter words that shatter months
of silence, separation. It’s funny how it is now that you remember
me, laying in the ash.
I lay my head back down, and the shock of your words slowly settles
into my core. They weigh heavy on my heart, but to you they are just
an amusement, an expression of your ego. You are your
happiest when you think that your love devastated me to the point
that I cannot recover. To you, my brokenness is the validation that you
are worthy to be loved.
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The hope and the fear that your words ignite silence any logic I hold.
Pain is a magnet, a seductress that pulls me in and makes me drink
deep the tears I spill. The intoxication intensifies the memories of
the pain, and the wounds reopen. The salt from my tears sears the
wounds, making me feel alive.

I remember the good in order to justify the bad. Maybe my
perceptions and my expectations were the fault, not you. Maybe, just
maybe, I can reorganize the pieces to rationalize why seeing you again
would not mean utter abandonment of any self-worth or
preservation I have. Maybe I can convince myself it is not weakness
but strength that would open myself back up to you.

This toxicity that was us has changed me. It has seeped so deeply into
my being that I have to fight for reason. I have to fight to remember
that I have worth, and that I am destined to be more than your
cast-off toy.

I can no longer focus on what you did, but must instead focus on
what I do now. I cannot live a life limited by the shallow affections
that you called love. I cannot wait for the crumbs that you so
carelessly bestowed upon me. I can no longer search them out like
a beggar.
I will learn to feed myself.
And I, I will rise.
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Hailey Smith
When?
Arriving home from a ten-hour shift, Ellie throws her bag on the
kitchen table and slumps into a chair. Her tiny apartment is a mess.
There are papers and books covering the entirety of the kitchen table,
the dishes that rest in the sink have been there far too long, and her
bedroom floor is buried under piles of clothes. Thinking about the
many chores and assignments she still has to get done this week, her
shoulders sag. It is already nine at night, but she sighs and pulls out
her phone instead of cleaning up. As she opens TikTok, she promises
herself that she will only watch a couple of videos and then get some
work done.
An hour later, Ellie still has gotten nothing done when she
stumbles upon a video of a girl on the beach. The girl is twirling
around in the sand to an upbeat pop song while the waves in the
background crash loudly around her bare feet. She looks like the
epitome of the phrase wild and free. The bright sun shines down on
the girl’s blonde curls, her smile is wide and white, and she moves
with the grace of someone who doesn’t have a care in the world.
Sitting in the dark, in her tiny kitchen, Ellie’s face is illuminated by the
soft glow of her phone and the girl in the video’s red bikini reflects in
her glasses. The caption reads, If not now, when?
Before Ellie realizes it, she’s crying, she feels the tears roll down
her cheeks and onto her leggings, soaking through the thin fabric. As
she wipes her face with the sleeve of her sweater, she rolls her eyes
at herself and stands up abruptly, shutting off her phone. She walks
over to the sink, turns on the tap, and fills it with hot water and dish
soap. Watching the bubbles froth around her hands as she does the
dishes, the caption of the video runs through her head as if on repeat.
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on repeat. Soon she is asking herself, If not now, when?
As she puts the last cup on the drying rack, she unplugs the drain
and leans against the counter, watching the warm water
disappear. After the last of the water is gone, only the leftover
bubbles remain at the bottom of the stainless-steel basin. They pop
and huddle together, reminding her of the foam along the beach in
the video. When was the last time I’ve done something just for fun,
not because I had to for school or work? she ponders. Ellie feels the
tears returning to her eyes as she realizes she doesn’t remember
when it was. Sliding down the face of the counter, she sits on the cool
linoleum floor and grabs her phone out of her back pocket. She scrolls
and types for a while, until a small smile forms on her face.
Jumping up, Ellie runs to the kitchen table, grabs her keys, and
heads out the door. An hour and thirteen minutes until I’m there!
she thinks to herself. The farther she gets from her tiny apartment,
coasting down the dark and empty highway, the lighter she feels.
Finally, her phone chimes happily, letting her know she has arrived at
her destination. Wasting no time, Ellie leaps out of her car and flips
off her shoes. She doesn’t stop running until her feet touch the sand.
A broad smile forms on her lips as she thinks of her response to the
question that has been nagging her all night: Now!
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Aidan Jones
The Time Watcher
The old man sat quietly in the corner of the coffee shop, his eyes
wandering over the handful of patrons that had dared to
venture from their homes on this cold winter’s day. The customers sat
in pairs drinking their teas and sipping their cappuccinos and frappes,
relishing the comforting warmth of their drinks. The coffee shop
offered welcome shelter from the biting wind outside, and even the
lifeless expression of the barista couldn’t chase away the customers.
Still, the man was glad he had chosen to wear his vest and tweed
suit coat today. Even the heat of the coffee shop couldn’t completely
warm his old bones.
He sipped his coffee—black, no cream or sugar—and glanced
down at his expensive watch with a sigh. The boy was running late.
Or perhaps he didn’t intend to show. You could never be certain with
this generation.
The door opened, its bell jangling musically as a young man
walked in, his breath drifting on an icy draft. He seemed to have been
blown inside by the winter wind, his hair disheveled and his
face ruddy.
The boy hesitated for a moment, then caught sight of an
older man sitting quietly in a corner. His white hair was disheveled,
but his wrinkled face was clean-shaven and kind. The young man’s
face flickered with a quick smile and he crossed the room,
unknotting his knitted scarf and thrusting it into a pocket of his
threadbare jacket. “Dr. Gilbert,” he said by way of greeting, extending
a wind-chapped hand.
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The old man shook his hand cordially, then gestured toward the
counter. “Get yourself a drink.”
“I’m alright,” the young man said easily. “But thank you.”
Dr. Gilbert laid a handful of bills on the tabletop and shoved
them toward the boy. “Go get yourself a drink,” he repeated. “And get
me another cup of coffee while you’re there. Black, nothing added.”
The boy nodded, grabbed the money, and headed toward the
counter. The man watched him go, drumming his fingers on the
tabletop meditatively. I must be getting old, he thought to himself.
The student looked younger than he had expected.
The boy returned to the table and set down the coffees and
change. Dr. Gilbert nodded in appreciation and cradled the new cup
of coffee in his large hands. “Thanks,” he grunted.
“Yeah, no problem,” the boy replied, taking a sip of his coffee. He
flinched, and the man looked up, amused.
“Careful, it’s hot.”
The boy laughed. “Found that out the hard way.” He pulled a
tattered envelope out from under his jacket. “This is for you. It’s just a
thank you card, but…”
Dr. Gilbert took the envelope from the boy and turned it over
in his hands thoughtfully before stashing it away in the pocket of
his tweed jacket. He thought to himself how very right he had been
about this boy. “I appreciate your gratitude,” he commented. “You
don’t see much of it these days.” The boy shrugged, and the man
raised his eyebrows. “You disagree?”
“You’ve got to know where to look, I guess,” the boy said, taking
a cautious sip of coffee.
The man nodded. “True.” He studied the boy for a moment, then
leaned back in his chair. “Mr. Peterson,” he began.
“Daniel is fine.”
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“Daniel, then,” the man corrected. “Daniel, do you know why you
were awarded the Dr. Keith Gilbert Scholarship for Deserving
Students? It’s rarely awarded at all.”
Daniel Peterson sat up a little straighter. “Academic merit and
financial need,” he recited matter-of-factly.
Dr. Gilbert smiled, shaking his head. “That was what qualified you
to apply,” he corrected. “How I singled you out? That is a
different matter.” He pulled a small metal sphere from his pocket and
held it up to the light. “How much do you know about me, Daniel?”
“You went to school at my college, The University of St.
Augustine, and then went on to become one of the greatest scientists
and inventors the world has ever seen. When I was informed that I
got to meet you as part of this scholarship… Well, I was
pretty excited.”
“But hesitant?” the man questioned. The boy frowned. “Speak
freely, son.”
“Well, yes sir. I was hesitant. I didn’t want to waste
your time.”
“Since you weren’t sure if you would be continuing here at
St. Augustine’s?”
Daniel flinched. “How did you know that?”
Dr. Gilbert rolled the metal ball between his hands. “I was born
in an age that valued technical skill over all else. Knowledge was not
valued for its own sake, and objective truth was mocked as
old-fashioned.” He smiled over at the student. “I excelled at getting
dramatic results from the physical sciences, but even still, I was
ridiculed as an eccentric because my studies and experiments were
guided by a moral compass. Do you follow me?”
“Most of your studies are unpublished,” Daniel recalled
thoughtfully. “You wouldn’t hand over knowledge unless you knew
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someone would use it wisely.”
“That was part of it,” Dr. Gilbert agreed. “Men without
scruples could have made many times the money I did with my
inventions and discoveries. But science must be at the service of the
good. Once it departs from that, disaster is never far behind.
“One of my many areas of study was our understanding of time.
Ever since reading H.G. Wells, I was fascinated by the idea of
journeying through time. The discovery and development of time
travel could have revolutionized our public discourse, our study of
history, even dismantled the flat-faced apathy of this age.” Dr. Gilbert
trailed off, his eyes focusing on some distant point.
“Did you succeed?” Daniel finally asked.
The man sighed. “No,” he admitted. “At least, not as I had hoped.
One cannot physically travel through time. But...” he paused, leaning
forward with barely-contained pride. “One can study it.”
Dr. Gilbert leaned back again, and took a long drink. “You’re a
philosophy major, aren’t you, Daniel?”
“Yes sir,” the boy replied. “Double-major in philosophy
and literature.”
“And how do you find your classes?”
Daniel hesitated, and Dr. Gilbert waved his hand dismissively. “I
promise not to tell your professors.”
Daniel laughed nervously. “Classes are alright. I mean…” He
sighed. “They’re bad. Really bad. I didn’t realize the extent to which
nonsense passed for intelligence at a university.”
Dr. Gilbert smiled. “Go on.”
“It’s almost all garbage,” Daniel said heatedly. “We were having
a class discussion the other day, and my professor actually said that it
was possible there were times when the truth wasn’t true! I thought
that my philosophy classes would teach me how to reason, that we
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would read Socrates and Aristotle. Instead, all I get is a load of
relativistic nonsense.”
“And your literature classes?”
“Are just as bad! Are we reading the classics? Beowulf or Crime
and Punishment or Les Misérables? Dickens or Austen or
Chesterton or Chaucer or Shakespeare? No!” Daniel’s face was red,
and he was breathing hard. It seemed that he was finally giving voice
to ideas that he had kept buried for too long. “All we read is
twenty-first century post-modernist garbage.”
“And this is why you are considering leaving the college,” Dr.
Gilbert said sympathetically.
“Of course. I wanted to take Latin for my foreign language
requirement. St. Augustine’s doesn’t offer it. None of the colleges in
the area offer it.” The boy glanced down at his hands, avoiding Dr.
Gilbert’s gaze. “Even though you are paying for my college, even
though it’s a free education…I sometimes wonder if I wouldn’t be
better off going to a trade school, getting a job, and pursuing real
knowledge in my free time.”
Dr. Gilbert scratched thoughtfully at his white hair. “Your
situation is not ideal,” he admitted. “You feel alone in your thirst for
the truth. Fair enough. We live in a deceitful age.” He leaned forward,
squeezing the metal sphere tight in one hand. “What this college
will give you is not an education. You can do that on your own with a
library card and the desire to learn. This college will give you a trial. A
difficulty to overcome. Greatness is forged in the flames of adversity.”
The man held up the metal ball. “I have studied time. I have
looked down the paths of possibility and seen potential. That is why I
chose you to receive this scholarship.”
The boy blinked, unnerved, but the great scientist wasn’t
finished talking. “Your future is not certain, Daniel. Every day we
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make a thousand decisions, and each decision shoots us forward,
defining our future. When we take a step in one direction, we decide
against the thousand other directions we may have gone. I cannot
promise you success, and certainly not happiness. But I will tell you
this.” He looked into Daniel’s eyes, and the boy swallowed hard. “If
you leave this college, you could become a very well-read plumber,
live a happy life, and be a good man. But if you stay, you have the
potential to change the world.”
Daniel took a deep breath and rubbed his head. “You’ve seen my
future?” he said weakly. Then he smiled half-heartedly. “What will
happen if I ask Marissa Fields out on a date?”
Dr. Gilbert chuckled. “That would depend on the million
decisions that you both still have to make. I don’t comment on
romantic endeavors. It tends to backfire, and then people come
crying to me.”
“You can’t give me a hint?”
Dr. Gilbert shook his head and held out the metal ball
toward Daniel. “It’s not that simple. Touch the sphere. You’ll see what
I mean.”
Daniel hesitantly placed a finger on the metal ball. It was cold at
first, but then with a whirring noise it began to warm up, a pale glow
flicking across its surface. Daniel blinked. In an instant he was lost, as
possibility after possibility played out in front of his closed
eyelids. His mind had drifted to Marissa as he touched the sphere,
and all at once, he saw a million possible futures for their
relationship. Acceptance, rejection, friendship, enmity, dates,
breakups, marriage, divorce—it all spun through his mind’s eye, each
scenario dependent upon decisions he and Marissa had made and
had yet to make. He saw scenes of poignant beauty—his newborn
son cradled in his arms, afternoon walks with his family, an elderly
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Marissa smiling across the table at him. But he also saw images that
would haunt him—tears shed at the grave of his daughter, stumbling
drunk around his living room, storming away from Marissa with a
harsh word, never to return.
Daniel shuddered, jerking his hand away from the sphere. He
looked up at Dr. Gilbert and found that there were tears in the old
man’s eyes.
“I’m sorry you had to experience that,” he whispered. “But now
perhaps you understand. I’ve seen your potential, Daniel. Don’t
waste it.”
The student took several deep breaths, shaken by what he had
witnessed. “You say I’m not wasting my time at this university.”
Dr. Gilbert stood, throwing on his coat and pocketing the metal
ball. “Not in the least,” he said with a reassuring smile. “But whether
it will help you or not in the long run is up to you to decide.” He shook
hands with the boy, who had struggled up from his chair with a
bewildered, grateful expression.
“Thank…thank you, sir…for everything.”
“It was my pleasure. We will meet again. Godspeed,
young Daniel.”
Dr. Gilbert crossed the room, left a kind word and a generous tip
with the barista, then opened the door. A sharp wind blasted into the
room, and the man glanced back toward the boy whose life he had
just irrevocably changed. Daniel was staring after him, awe and
determination glowing in his eyes.
Dr. Gilbert smiled, nodded, and stepped outside.
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Carol Smith
Pretentious Porcelain

The tea set had been passed down through generations.
Ella could remember her grandmother flaunting it at family events as
though it was a trophy of her wealth. Many of her childhood
memories were spent in the dining room, observing the women
in her family as they marveled at its beauty. Her poor mother had
learned to exhibit similar traits. For years, her mother’s desire for
importance caused her to spend an absurd amount of money on
what she claimed were the finest designer clothes and bags. All this
grandeur just to mask the emptiness inside themselves and
their home.
Their household always displayed the tea set in a cabinet that
was visible to guests. Its delicate white frame gloated from within the
safety of its walls. Occasionally, Ella found herself peering through
the glass…hoping to catch a glimpse of the power it held over her
relatives. She had never found it particularly beautiful. In fact, she
thought that if you looked long enough, you could see the imperfect
brush strokes and an ever-so-faint crack growing on the side of one of
its saucers. It seemed that no matter how valuable it claimed to be, it
was impossible to deny that it had been made in a loveless manner.
The tea set was nothing more than the result of a time of mass
production in vanity.
Not long after their mother’s death, Ella decided to invite her
sister over for tea. While she placed each precious piece of china on
a tray to carry, she found herself overcome by the strongest sense of
melancholy. This emotion was so strong that before she entered the
shattered pieces of her past, she smiled.
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doorway to the room where her sister sat, she stopped suddenly to
tip all of the tray’s contents on the floor. As she stared down at the
shattered pieces of her past, she smiled.
At last, she felt that she could breathe.
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Non-Fiction

Photograph by Pat Thomas, Plant Ice-Lake Superior
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Elise Kallenbach
Being Autistic
Imagine with me, for a moment. It is very early in the
morning. You’ve woken from a dead sleep and decide to check your
phone. You start with a social media website. It doesn’t matter which
one, but one with words. You read a post by someone you know. Her
name is Ainsley. “Precarious practices lead to precarious cats.” Let’s
say that’s what you read. You squint in the darkness of your room.
The fan kisses your face and caresses your hair. But it doesn’t
demystify the sentence. It is English. You check, once again, the name
of the person who posted it; maybe it’s some weird marketing quote
you weren’t aware of. No, it’s Ainsley. She is compassionate, friendly,
and normally her posts make perfect sense. You start to feel crazy.
You scroll up. The next post is the same. “Drive swiftly but make not
haste.” What does it mean? Your tired brain just can’t parse it.
Eventually you simply fall back asleep, perplexed with your own mind
and the state of the world. For me, this experience happens daily. For
me it’s out in the real world, interacting with all sorts of people. This
is my life being autistic.
There is a study called the Double Empathy Problem, where
autism researcher Damian Milton (2012) gathered three groups of
people. A group of autistic people, a group of neurotypical people,
and a mixed group. Then they had the groups play telephone. The
group of all autistic people and the group of all neurotypical people
had similar success passing messages this way. The mixed group, well,
you can probably guess. It was not nearly as effective.
The problem with being autistic is being disabled by the world
that was built by neurotypical people for neurotypical people. For me,
this means that some days I feel as if I am speaking to the space
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directly next to a person and not to them. My words are going by,
but they are not sinking in. It is frustrating to the extreme. I feel
misunderstood, unheard, and detached. I don’t want to be detached.
I want every person I meet to know that I don’t judge them, that I
wish they’d treat themselves with the compassion I feel for them.
The problem is not that I do not feel, it’s that I feel everything, all at
once. Detangling feelings from one another is an arduous process. It’s
exhausting. It’s taken me years just to nail down “I’m mad” or
“I’m happy.”
Of course, in the ’90s, no one really thought girls got autism. I
was very good at acting normal. This is called “masking.” It’s a survival
instinct. When the dominant majority communicates one way and
you barely understand what’s going on in the social structure most of
the time, you pretend. To avoid detection. To avoid being singled out.
I cannot tell you the number of times, even in elementary school, that
I pretended to understand a lesson, then just figured it out on my
own later.
You may have heard terms like “High Functioning” or “Low
Functioning” to describe verbal vs. non-verbal people. Or those who
can live without aid vs. those who need more help. There is no such
thing as high-functioning autism. There are people who are better at
masking. Better at pretending to be normal. These labels are harmful and ableist. They imply that I am somehow not disabled and that
someone who is mute is somehow worse off than I am. It is not a
competition. I have more in common with a mute or selectively mute
autistic person than I have with a neurotypical person. And implying
that I am somehow doing better than they are denies that I have
terrible struggles with things as well. I have days where nothing
bothers me and I can do whatever I want, and there are days where
every sound rattles my nerves. There are days where if one more
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person notices me, I feel like I’ll scream.
I have a sensory processing disorder that has made my life hell
since I was a child. My body doesn’t respond to stimuli from my
senses in a reasonable way. Light is too bright. Sounds are too loud.
I see detail in everything happening around me. My body cannot tell
excitement from panic. How does this look in practice? It’s different
for everyone. But here’s what it is like for me.
It was a middle school sleepover. Me and Ashley Mueller tucked
in her living room. She was a good friend, a compassionate person,
and we made one another laugh. I took any opportunity in middle
school to be out of my house. I shared a room with my
youngest sister, whom I loved, but I felt uneasy at home. I wanted to
be free. I was fourteen and I wanted out. In this way I think I was a
very typical teenager.
Ashley and I were high on sugar, Britney Spears’ pop songs, and
junk food. That sleepover was the first time I’d seen a scary
movie. It was Child’s Play. Ashley’s favorite. Her parents were not the
strict Lutherans my parents were. They both smelled like cigarettes
and let their kids watch what they wanted, eat what they wanted.
The hot afternoon sun poured in through the living room curtains as
we sat on the floor, side by side, the cream carpet soft under
our hands.
When it was time to sleep, I wasn’t scared. I was riled up. We
went to bed near midnight, and Ashley was asleep instantly. She
snored lightly in the bed beside me as I slept on the floor. My brain
wouldn’t stop spinning. I got up. I paced the empty house, full of
energy. Then suddenly, something shifted in my stomach, and I ran to
the bathroom to throw up. I called my dad, and he came and picked
me up and brought me home. The 2 a.m. pick-ups from sleepovers
happened the rest of my younger years. Needing to be brought home
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from something I was supposed to enjoy has never stopped.
It was September of 2019 when I, then thirty-two years old,
attended my first DragonCon in Atlanta, Georgia. DragonCon is huge,
very akin to ComicCon. I had a plan. I would fly in a couple days early,
get used to sleeping in the hotel room. I’d pay for a friend to fly with
me so that I didn’t get lost or confused in the airport. I’m very
vulnerable when I’m lost and overwhelmed. You could talk me into
just about anything. I was going to see my favorite podcasters, The
McElroys, live, on the third day of the five-day convention. I was going
to meet my favorite fantasy author, Brandon Sanderson, and have
him sign my book. Otherwise, I didn’t have a plan, except to be kind
to myself and just let things unfold. To take quiet time when I needed
it.
But I had stopped taking my anti-anxiety meds months ago. I
didn’t have any of my emergency Xanax, prescribed to me for this
exact scenario. This wasn’t my first nerd convention. I had gotten the
Xanax after one particularly stressful trip to a Chicago convention
in my early twenties, where I’d spent a weekend of sleepless nights
trapped in a hotel room with ten people I didn’t know.
But I’d grown beyond that, I thought. It wasn’t that I had
anything against medication. But my life was better than it had ever
been! I was finally living without help from my parents. I was happy
and comfortable with my life and with myself. I was looking forward. I
was still living with the delusion that you could will yourself into being
normal.
The first three days were fine. Then the McElroy
catastrophe happened.
I hadn’t known that their performance would require a
half-hour uber ride to a different location through 4 p.m. Atlanta
traffic. The plan was changed, and the quiver of anxiety started in my
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stomach. I knew that feeling, and once it started, it never stopped.
I should have just gone back, but my friend Laura was with me, and
they were so excited to go. The stomachache was there. The monster
that turns excitement into throwing up at 2 a.m. and needing a car
ride home to my own bed. My safe place.
But there was no car ride.
It was a holiday weekend and everyone had Monday off. There
was no plane home. I was stuck. But I managed to talk myself into
staying, and I genuinely enjoyed the show.
Then the real nightmare began.
For the next three days, I did nothing at the convention. For two
nights I stayed up puking with anxiety. Unable to even take a hot bath
to soothe myself because the hotel was under construction. I couldn’t
force myself to eat anything, I couldn’t relax, and I couldn’t sleep.
I cried and I threw up. TV was overstimulating, even the weather
channel. Voices grated. I threw myself against walls. I walked around
the neighborhood. I tried to do anything to distract myself from the
thought that another night was coming. I was frantic and exhausted
and furious at myself.
The last night, around 3 a.m., I got an Uber to the ER. The man
driving asked me how I was, and I said, “Obviously, not great.” He
didn’t say anything else on the five-minute drive. I don’t
blame him.
At the ER they gave me a Xanax and then a prescription for the
stuff for the next day. Just four pills. Just enough to get home and get
back on my regular medication. On the way to the airport, the anxiety
came back. I held it together on the flight, but couldn’t do anything.
No movie, no video games. Nothing at all stimulating.
When we landed, I said goodbye to my travel companion, then I
went outside the airport to wait for my friend to pick me up.
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I cried the whole time I waited for him. I cried the whole way home. I
cried for twenty minutes once I crossed the threshold of my
bedroom. Finally safe. No more stomachache. No more fear. The hole
it left was only shame. I should have known better. I’d wasted nearly
five thousand dollars in this whole enterprise, including the trip to
the ER. My friends on my autism Facebook page told me that I had no
way to know how it would go, and to instead focus on the lesson
I’d learned.
That lesson was that I need my medication. That I do not need
to suffer with sleepless nights and stomachaches. My brain has since
tried to convince me that I don’t need the meds. I simply remind it
of Atlanta. “Remember DragonCon? Absolutely not.” It was a lesson I
paid for, but it has finally sunk in.
I have, since, been diagnosed officially with autism. Instead of
a flood of condemnation, I felt the cool relief of an anointing. I was
free. It was as if a bone that I had broken in elementary school had
finally healed. It didn’t hurt anymore, and that was euphoric. With
this, too, comes a sort of grief. Grief for the idea that I would
someday be normal, if I tried hard enough. Grief for the years wasted,
trying to be normal.
My long-term goal is to travel again. Somewhere far enough
away that I cannot simply drive home. It is important to recognize my
journey as just that—a journey. I have come far, and I will go further
still. The world is not built for me, and so I must build myself a safe
corner. My life will never be exactly normal. I will never be exactly
normal. But life can be fulfilling and rich and can be normal to me.
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Kimberly Summer Zuleger
To Be a Doula
She looked at me and said, “I think I’m pooping.” I looked back at her,
whilst grabbing gloves, and said, “That’s great news. It means the
baby is moving down, putting pressure on your rectum.” She cried,
and then laughed, as I asked to touch her to help wipe her clean. I
gently moved the blankets back, away from her body, giving me
access. The smell of being human rose to meet me. Blood and
amniotic fluid trickled down between her legs, and I told her that was
perfect too. She was perfect. And she would be pushing soon. I
finished cleaning her, her vulnerability at the forefront of my mind.
The knowledge of the privilege of being able to touch the intimate
spaces of a woman in labor. To hold a bag for her as she vomited. To
put ChapStick on her. To hold her cold feet to ground her. To focus
only on her as the epidural catheter went in—nodding you made
the right choice, as her eyes pleaded with me, “Did I, Kim, did I?” I
crouched beside the bed, peeked over at the nurse charting. That
click, click, click sound of a computer’s unnecessary need to be
involved in birth. I laid my hands on her body, smiling at her, knowing
her life was about to change. I fed her some ice chips, put her hair in
a bun, and woke her partner from his nap. “Take a sip of your water,”
I said to him. “It’s time.”
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“I am my parents’ pride and joy.
I am the cumulation of two lives combined .
The greatest reward that can be bestowed .
Even then , there is still an end to the story.
This is just the beginning.”
-Mckenzie Williams

